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/SU.years
good time
forBradens
By Barbara Todd
Three years of Illinois State University's history that can
be remembered for many different reasons are 1967-70.
The years were great growth years for the institution,
including the addition of new buildings, new faculty, new
administration, new programs, and more students.
There were many firsts: the High Potential Student Program, the tallest residence hall in the world, the Academic
Senate Program, and the first black university level basketball
coach ih the nation. It also was a disruptive time: flag pole
incidents, rallies and marches, fires in buildings, and armed
police.

But the years are remembered with fondness by Dr. and
Mrs. Samuel Braden, ISU'.s president and first lady during.=~
those years. During a recent interview at their home in New
Albany, Ind., the Bradens reflected on their days at ISU as
pleasurable and filled with challenges. They both agreed that
they enjoyed their days on campus; but, there were 2 1/2
good years and "six months of hard times that were not any
fun at all," Dr. Braden said.
Dr. Braden, educated at the University of Oklahoma and
the University of Wisconsin, had served on the faculty and
administration of Indiana University since 1937 when he
received a call from Warren Harden, then head of ISU's Economics Department. Harden suggested Dr. Braden submit
his application for the presidency of ISU, to which Dr. Braden
firmly answered, "No." He recalls telling Harden being a university president was not part of any of his dreams. Harden
submitted his name anyway and the Bradens visited ISU's

President and Mrs. Samuel Braden

campus, and liked it and the people. On September 1, 1967,
Dr. Braden.assumed the post.
The Bradens still feel strongly about the excellence of
education ISU provides. He said, " l still feel it is the best
undergraduate school in the state. The university has maintained its purposes of increasing the areas of graduate programs without losing.sight of its undergraduate programs,"
he continued. "That is the real strength of an institution. And,
of course, ISU continues to be a leader in teacher education."
It was the nation-wide crises surrounding the Kent State

era that caused the Bradens any hard times they faced at ISU.
Although ISU was the only public institution in the state that
did not have to shut down for any time at all, ISU also was the
only institution that was asked to appear before the Senate
Republican Caucus in Springfield to explain campus activities. Dr. Braden feels that ISU was a scapegoat; politicians
chose to question ISU because tlfey knew the institution
would be able to control the situation.
Credit for staying open was given by Dr. Braden to a
"cooperative support from most students and faculty." With(Contlnued on Page 2)

Winter tour to Mexico's coast

planned by Alumni Associatiori
Remember last Christmas and New Years? Fourteenbelow zero with wind chill factors down to 60 below in llltnois
and the upper Midwest. Ice on the oranges in Florida? Cold,
cold and more cold almost everywhere in the continental U.S.
This year, your Alumni Assoctation is offering you the
opportunity to escape the bitter cold, the deep snow, the ice
and all the rest by joining us on an Alumni and friends trip to
sunny, warm Puerto Vallarta on Mexico's sun coast.
Last year, when it was freezing in Florida, it was sunny
and warm in Puerto Vallarta.

Puerto Vallarta

And that's where you can be this year on a special
all-arrangements tour Dec. 26 to Jan. 2, offered by the ISU
Alumni Association and Midwest Travel.
The low price of $837 per person, double occupancy,
includes round trip air from Chicago, your accommodations
at the luxurious Fiesta Americana hotel right on th~ beach

overlooking sparkling Banderas Bay, all transfers and a special cocktail reception.
Puerto Vallarta is a breath of summer in the midst of a
dismal northern winter, a great lift to the spirits and a way to
gird yourself for those few remaining cold months. The Fiesta
Americana has numerous recreation facilities; you can play
golf, tennis, or watersports, go horseback riding, jogging,
swimming in a freshwater pool or the ocean bay, or just enjoy
the many shops and restaurants.
Tickets are limited and at this time of year, reservations
in Mexico are very hard to arrange.
Join your friends on the ISU Alumni Association journey
to the sun Dec. 26 to Jan. 2. You do not have to be an alum of
ISU to go. To insure your reservation, a $150 deposit per
person is required byJuly 9. Reservations or questions should
be directed to the Alumni Services, Rambo House, Illinois
State University, Normal, IL 61 761. Reservations are limited.
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NeWs Highlights
Tuition raised
for fall semester
The Board of Regents recently voted to raise tuition at
Illinois State University by $66 per semester for full-time students in 1984-85.
With the increases, tuition at Illinois State will be $498 per
semester for full-time undergraduate students and $5JO per
semester for full-time graduate students. Non-residents of
Illinois will pay higher tuition-$} ,494 per semester for
undergraduates, and $1,530 for graduates. Non-resident tuition is increasing by $}98 per semester.

The Increases in tuition will provide funds for necessaiy
cost increases that were not recommended by the Board of
Higher Education in the allocation of Governor Thompson's
budget, according . to the Regents' staff report. The BHE
recommended a tuition increase of 6.5 percent, compared to
15.3 percent as approved by the Regents.
Added funding is needed, the Regents said, for maintaining and improving the quality of instructional programs,
improving access to impacted programs, and enhancing
faculty and staff compensation.

The total budget for higher education is $78 million less
than the amount recommended by the BHE in January,
creating a need to seek added funding. Although he supported the smaller tuition increase, Governor Thompson has
urged university systems to reexamine tuition levels in light of
the total budget recommendations.
lllinpis State's tuition of $996 for nine months is considerably less than tuition at the University of Illinois, which is
scheduled to charge $J,248 for lower division undergraduates, $1,486 for upper division undergraduates and $1,752 for
graduate students.

Required fees will bring the costs somewhat higher at all
of the universities. During 1983-84, ISU assessed $864 in
tuition and $317 in fees, a total of$} ,181 for nine months.
Fees include such services as health insurance, athletics and
activities, bond payments for Bone Student Center and
recreational facilities. The fees for next year have not been
determined yet.
Using 1971 dollars, tuition at ISU actually will be lower
next year than it was for the 1971-72 academic year. Tuition
was $404 at that time, but the 1984-85 figures of $995 would
be only $394 when adjusted to reflect the Consumer Price
Index.

Ommen receives
Business award
Stanley Ommen, a 1963 graduate in business administration, has received the first College of Business Distinguished Alumni Service Award.
Senior vice presient at Bloomington Federal Savings
and Loan Association, Ommen is a member of the Dean's

Ommen '63

Strand named
provost/vice president
David A. Stand became vice president and provost at
Illinois State University on March 1. Strand had served as
interim provost since last summer when Leon Boothe
resigned to become president of Northern Kentucky University. During this period, Strand had been on leave from his
regular position of ISU vice president for business and
finance.
In addition to his position as chief academic officer of
ISU, Strand will be a tenured professor in the Department of ·
Educational Administration and Foundations.
President Watkins selected Strand after receiving what
was termed a "strong" recommendation from the search

Advisory Council and chairman of its College of Business
fundraising committee.
The award was presented to Ommen by Dean Andrew
Nappi at the College of Business Commencement Ceremony
May 5.

JSU AluJUni
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Since leaving ISU, the Bradens have lived in New Albany.
In 1970 he was appointed chair of the Division of Business
and Economics at the NewAlbany campus of Indiana Univer· .
sity. In 1979 at age 65 he retired from that position, but
continued to teach one course each semester until 1983.
Since then he and Mrs. Braden have enjoyed the typical
"slow up" activities associated with retirement: travel, reading,
and relaxing at their cabin on Lake Monroe. Dr. Braden also is
active on several community organization boards and does
consulting work for small businesses.

They have four children, Mary Beth, a Washington State
Department attorney; Steve, an attorney in Madison, Wis.;
John, an assistant professor of agriculture economics at the
University of Illinois; and David, a seminary student in St Paul,
Minn. They also have six grandchildren.
And ISO remembers Samuel and Beth Braden with
equal warmth and admiration. In February, 1982, at the cele·
oration of ISU's 125th anniversary, the 3,500 seat auditorium,
which opened in 1974, was named Braden Auditorium in
honor of their service and dedication to ISU.

Carol Morris MS '82

Editor:
Barbara 11psord Todd '79, MS '84
Layout Editor:
Bill Adams

(Continued from Page 1)
out this assistance, !SU would not have survived the affairs as
soundly as it did.
There are numerous names the Bradens remember
which had a positive impact upon their lives and that of the
university: Eric Johnson, Richard Hulet, Jim Fisher, Harold
Gibson, Harold Bums, John Sealock, Bill Dorethy, Bob
Dietsch, Charles Witte, Jim Peterson, John Freeze and
others-"so many that I couldn't begin to name them all,"
said Braden.
Even though those difficult times shortened their tenure
at ISU, President and Mrs. Braden still refer to ISU as "our
university." They reflect with positive and warm feelings all the
kind things that have been done for them since their leaving.
"We are appreciative of all that has been done for us since
leaving," said Mrs. Braden

•11c~

committee, which had interviewed four candidates screened
from scores of applications from throughout the nation.
In addition to serving as provost, Strand is on the president's staff, chairs the Needs and Priorities Committee and
Budget T earn, and sits on the Academic Senate. He teaches a
graduate course and serves on doctoral dissertation commit·
tees in the Department of Educational Administration and
Foundations.
He became vice president for business and finance in
1980 after being executive officer in the president's office
from 1978 to 1980. Prior to that, he was vice president for
institutional development at Southeast Missouri State University, Cape Girardeau, 1976-78; dean ofthe University at Southeast Missouri, 1970-76; associate dean of the university, 196770; teaching associate in the Department of Higher Education
at Indiana University, 1965-67; dean of students at Southeast,
1961-65, and assistant to the dean of students, 1959-61.

4-day work week
in effect for summer
Illinois State University again this summer will operate on
a four-day week basis for a nine-week period in an effort to
conserve energy in a time of tight budgetary constraints.
From Monday, June 11 through Friday, August 10, ISU
will be open Monday through Thursday and will be closed
Friday. Office hours will be 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Howver, some
offices require continuation of the regular five-dey-a-week
schedule. The only 24-hour, seven-day operations' will be
telecommunications, the heating plant, WGLT radio and public safety. Academic buildings and Milner Library will offer
adjusted hours.
The savings to the university last year under this schedule exceeded $50,000, which can be used to maintain other
programs at ISU.
· ---------
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'34 alumni join Half Century Club

.

Members of the Class of 1934 present to celebrate
their induction into the Half Century Club included:
Front row-left to right-Virginia Allen Arbogast,
Elleanora Witt Rush, Muriel Martens Hoffman. Ella
Moore, Hortense Clarke York: Irene Nordine, Uarta
Hubbard Pointer.
Second row-left to right-Elfrieda Boehnert, Blossom
Yates Wisbey, Jessie Marie Lucas, Dorothy Harmon
Stack: Caroline Wolff Bu.nton, Jane Creager Baldwin,
Sarah Fritz Gallup, Sarah Page Swank.
Third row-left to right-James E. Elbert, G. Paul
O'dell. Maxine Webber Quiett, Ethel t:fphoff Wierman.

Lii"lian Sage Wardell, Augusta Stevens Knuth, Kathleen
Spencer Hess, Jessie Shirk Nelson, Barbara Turner
Barclay.
Fourth row-left to right-William Kuhfuss, R. Allen
Bourdreau, Ray·Farber, Howard A. Oetting, Jack Rossetter, Norma Gronemeier Rossetter, Marvel A. Willett,
Lester J. Grant, Ralph E. Saner Sr., Marjorie Wilson
· Horn.
Other class members present were Norma Scholz
Stevenson, Maurice Cook, Wendell E. Oliver and Bernard T. Grimes.

Morris named new director
of alumni-parent services
Carol Morris is Illinois State University's new director of
Alumni and Parent Services, succeeding Joyce Webb Pen·
land, who left to join her husband with his new position in
Texas_.
Mrs. Morris has served for the past two years as supervi·
sor of the ISU Foundation's Ewing Manor, a Norman-style
castle used as a cultural center and museum in east
Bloomington.
The title of the position and that of Assistant" Director
Barbara Tipsord Todd were changed to reflect the existing
emphasis on parent, as well as alumni relations within the
office. Mrs. Morris' appointment and the two title changes are
subject to approval by the Board of Regents.
Mrs. Morris has an M.S. in education from Illinois State
(1982). Her major emphasis was in human services. She is a
1979 graduate of Indiana University with a B.S. in business
administration, with emphasis on management

Prior to becoming supervisor of Ewing Manor, she was
an office assistant in the ISU Office of Residential Life, a
graduate assistant in Bone Student Center, a residence hall
director, career center assistant and conference coordinator
for Illinois Wesle,an University in Bloomington.
_ She is active in the Bloomington-Normal Alumnae chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi Social Sorority, serving as treasurer
and is chapter adviser to the Wesleyan chapter.
Her husband, Robert '79, is employed at University High
School, Normal. They have a six-month-old son.

Carol Morris

Representing ISU
During the 1983-84 academic year, several ISU alumni
represented their alma mater at inauguration ceremonies for
college or university presidents around the country.
Representatives were: Helen Harrah '75, Frankfort, Ky., at
Kentucky State University; Sandra (Reschke) '78 and Craig
Fowler '78,_ Alabaster, Ala., at Samford University; Merry .
Hagger Kerber '77, Murray, Ky., at Murray State University;
and Marvin Nicol '33, Lombard, Ill., at National College of
Chiropractic.

Forty-one classmates from the IS(N)U class of
1934 gathered on campus for a special day ofactiui•
ties and inc:iuction into the Half Century Club on
April 28.
It was a day of memories, new buildings, and
old and new friendsfor the classmates who came
from far and near. Mrs. Hortense Clarke York was
recognized as the classmate who came the furthest
to attend. She and her husband reside in Seattle,
Wash. Ella Moore, 87 years young, also was recog·
nized for being the oldest class meTJlber presenl
A highlight ofthe day was a bus tour ofcampus,
with Student Alumni Council members Vema Corbett and Lynne Wolfe conducting the tour. Although
many of the buildings were not here in 1934, the
names of the buildings were fami/iar to them Felm•
ley, Linkins, Moulton, Schroeder, Barton, Horton,
Hancock, Rambq and others played instrumental
roles in the educations of the class of 1934.
A luncheon and the Haii Century Club induc·
tion _
ceremony concluded the day's euents. Remarks
were giuen by /SU President Lloyd Watkins, Profes·
sor Emeritus Richard Browne, Class of 1934 Presi·
dent Howard Oetting, and Half Century Club repre·
sentatiue Harris Dean '29. Honored guests at the
luncheon included Dr. and Mrs. Robert Bone, President Emeritus; Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Larson, former
acting president; and Mr. and Mrs. Francis Wade,
former director of alumni seroices.
Former inductees 'into the Half Century Club
present included Mabel Jones Braden '17; Elsie
Dean Popejoy and Vivian Laws Theis '21; Hattie C.
Lun_
dgren '23; William L Lyons '24; Esther Busing
Vehrs, Dorothy Graff Johnston, Irene Johnson Dauwalder, Hazel Briscoe Gallaspie, Mary Hines Nobil·
ing, Thelma Lanthom Schnebly '24; and Harris
Dean, Marian H. Dean, Pauline Whipple Taylor, Forrest Cockrell, Virgil 0. Petty, Howard Kewley, Frank
Kipfer, Walker Wyman, Mildred Moss Lanter, and
Ruth Funk Phillips '29.

Homecomin9 activities
set for November ·
ISU Alumni are invited to return to their alma mater for
Homecoming 19~. set for November 3. Activities will begin
with the traditional parade at 9 a.m. and will conclude with the
dinner/dance.
"Magic': has been chosen as the theme for all Homecoming related activities. The student Homecoming Board
will sponsor activities during the week prior to Homecoming,
in addition to the planned events scheduled by both the
Homecoming Board and Alumni Services Office for Saturday.
Alumni In the classes of 1979, 1974, 1969, 1964, 1959,
1954, 1949, 1944, and 1939 will celebrate special reunions
that day. The Black Friars will celebrate their 50th anniversary '
with a special reunion luncheon also. Alumni riot directly
involved with one of the special classes or groups are invited
to attend the luncheon also.
Kickoff time for the annual Homecoming football game
against Tulsa is set for 1:30 p.m.
Evening activities include a social hour beginning at 6
p.m. and the Homecoming Dinner/Dance at 6:30 p.m. in the
Bone Student Center Ballroom.
The Distinguished Alumni for 1984 will be honored at
activities throughout the day and will address the audience at
the evening dinner.

Other events scheduled for the day include the "Wei·
come Back Alumni Tent," Class of 1984 Gift Dedication
Ceremony, and the halftime show featuring the Big· Red
Marching Machine, and the first Alumni Band.
Watch the September issue of the /SU Alumni Today
for a special order form, and we'll see yqu there!
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Chicago

Brown receives award
The Illinois State University Alumni Association awarded
its first "Humanitarian Award" to Dr. Francis R. Brown, retired
professor of mathematics and former director and acting
dean of the division of Continuing Education and Public
Services at ISU.
Brown, a 1937 graduate of ISU, was honored during the
ISU annual Awards Dinner on March 24 at the Bone Student
Center.
Brown was recognized by the Alumni Association for his
dedicated service and loyalty to the institution, especially in
serving on Association committees and for his contributions
to the betterment of the University through his time and
talents.
He was instrumental in directing the expansion of university services to adults and in developing the current College of
Continuing Education and Public Service at ISU. He served as
director of the division of extension and field services 195873; director of the division of continuing education and public
services 1973-77; and acting dean of the College of Continu•
ing Ed~cation and Public Services in 1977. He also served as
assistant director of summer school 1968-77.

Francis Brown, left, was presented ISU's first "Humanitarian Award" by ISU Alumni Association president
Gordon Fidler at the March 24 Annual Awards Dinner.

'73 graduate
Indiana's top
CEC teacher

Previously, he has been a professor of mathematics at
ISU 1949-77, and is recognized for his leadership in develop•
ing new mathematics programs through teaching, lecturing,
and his many publications.
He has been active in local civic organizations as weil as
state and national associations including the National Asso•
ciation of Field Services for Teacher Education, American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, the National
Council of Teachers of Math, and the Mathematics Associa•
tion of America.
Brown also has served as a member of the Illinois Law
Enforcement Commission, the Illinois Arson Prevention
Committee, the Normal Planning Commission and the Salvation Army Advisory Board.
He was also recognized for his contributions to ISU
athletics having served as a bench official for IS.LI football,
basketball and wrestling since 1949.

Debra Owens Bailey of Portage, Ind., a 1973 ISU gradu·
ate in special education, has been named the "Outstanding
Teacher of the Year for 1983" by the Indiana Council for
Exceptional Children.
She recently received the award at the Indiana Federa•
tion Council for Exceptional Children convention.

All alumni In Chicago and the surrounding areas
are Invited to attend a special event hosted by the ISCJ
Alumni Association on Tuesday, July 10 at the Hyatt
Regency downtown. The reception will begin at 6 p.m.
in the Belmont Room. Several ISCJ persoqalities will
be present.
Alumni Interested in attending this special event
should contact the Alumni Services Office at (309)
438-2294. A special flyer will be malled in early June.

Marriages
Machelle L Gee '83 and James D. Clarahan '81, June 4, 1983
Melinda L McDonald '80 and Kevin Michael Curtin '80, June

18, 1983
Julie A. Sledglster '83 and Michael D. Watson, Sept. 10, 1983
Brenda L Hepner '83 and Brian Anderson '83, Nov. 1983
Laurie Kernan '80, MS '81 and Pete Rapinchuk, Nov. 20, 1983
Arny C, Lodlng '83 and Steven W. Korzenlewskl '83, Dec. 20,

1983
Cheryl Strand '79 and Steven Pliskin, Dec. 31, 1983
Betty A. Evans '81 and Thomas A. Dageforde '79, Jan. 6, 1984
Louise A. Cook '77 and Steven W. Poulter, Jan. 14, 1984
Debra Eovaldi '83 and Alan Burton, Feb. 4, 1984
. Gayle Hodgdon '83 and Donald Wolschlag '83, Feb. 4, 1984
Michael P. Donovan '82 and Rhonda Lynn Mosier, Feb. 11,

1984
Samuel L. Yost '81 and Debra L. Heck, Feb. 11, 1984 .
Lynn Jackson '83 and Marc Lebovltz '72, Feb. 12, 1984
Mary Ann Collie '83 and Dan Aper '82, Feb. 18, 1984
Mary Lou Kagel '79 and Daniel Kerber, Feb. 18, 1984
Paticia L Allan '81 and David K. Irion '80, Feb. 25, 1984
Cell Moran MS '80 and Roger Pillsbury, March 3, 1984
Harry Bemer '80 and Mary Lou Vogelsang, March 3, 1984
Lora Neale '80 and Jeffrey Wempe, March 17, 1984
David Mannaionl '83 and Susan Bacchus, March 17, 1984
Robert Bruce Anderson '77 and Shannon Whitcomb, March 19,

1984
.

LuAnn Cleveland '82 and Douglas McClure '82, March 24,

1984
Howard Hallstein '73 and Marla J. Morris, March 24, 1984
Laurie-Schulz '82 and Frank Verderame; March 31, 1984 ·
Mi~e Beaman '7_7 and Lisa Sergeant, March 31, 1984
Debra A. Ruder '83 and Steven F. Krones, March 31, 1984
Robert R. Lundeen '81 and Leslie G. Fryman, April 7, 1984
Mary L. Dieterich '83 and Carl C. Young '83, April 7, 1984
Michael Kaderabek '82 and Cheri White, April 14, 1984
Tamara L. Ferguson '81 and Patrick L. McAndrew Jr., April 14,

1984
Mary E. Schultz '81 and Alan G. Lleberrnan '81, April 28, 1984
Lori L St. John '82 and Jay R. Wittrig, April 28, 1984
Lynn M. Cichon '78 and Daniel R. Ferris, April 28, 1984
Mark S. Graham '81 and Rose M. Monahan, April 28, 1984
Mary T. Hogan '82 and Mark W. Ohlendorf, May 12, 1984

An elementary school teacher specializing in working
with the visually impaired under the direction of the Northwest
Indiana Special Education Cooperative · in Crown Point,
Bailey's interest in her field began as a grade school pupil in
her home town of Chicago Heights, Ill.

Debra Owens.J3ailey '76

She credits a blind schoolmate with arousing her interest
in working with visually impaired persons. She was fascinated
by his ability to learn without being able to see and " decided
I'd like to pursue that as a profession."
In addition to her classroom teaching, Bailey has coor·
dinated an Easter egg hunt for the past several springs in
conjunction with General Telephone Co. Visually impaired
children hunt for "beeping" eggs with the help of an adult
...,
escort.
Bailey completed her master's degree, also in special
education, at Florida State University. She has taught for the
Special Education Cooperative five years after working in a
similar' capacity in Evansville, Ind'.
'
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16 faculty members retire
These 16 faculty members, who hi,ve announced
their retirement during the past year, were honored at
the annual Spring Faculty Dinner.
Seated, from left, are Charles E. Sherman Sr., educational administration and foundations; John M.
Ewing, specialized educational development; Edna E.
Engberg, HPERD; Luella E. Schultz, curric~lum and
instruction; Bessie D·. Hackett, home economics; Ethel
-G. Feicke-, curriculum 'andfostruction; Norton B. Cro~
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well, English; and James E. Patterson, geographygeology.
Standing from left: Kenneth 0 . Moreland, curriculum and instruction; Edward B. Jelks, anthropology;
Robert E. McAdam, HPERD/ Research Services and
Grants; George E. Cunningham, history; Bernard L.
Ryder, chemistry; Harvey S. Woods, agriculture;
Warren S. Perry, business education and administrative
services; and Michael.Macesich; chemistry,
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Distribution of annual fund explained
In response to a recent annual fund appeal, an
alumnus wrote, "If I send a contribution, what happens
to the money?" The University seems to get so involved
in the asking that an explanation of the purpose and
results of the annual campaign is not detailed.
The annual fund is Illinois State University's primary support program and seeks contributions from
alumni, faculty, staff, parents, and friends on an annual
basis. Last year gifts were received from 6,500 donors
and added up to more than $350,000. Gifts range in
size from a dollar to a thousand dollars. The average
gift from an individual is about $20.

The majority of the gifts are designated by the
donor. This means the donor restricts the gift to a
particular college, department, program or project.
Last year only 10 percent ($35,000) was "unrestricted" by the donor. This is both positive and negative
for the university-positive because people are usually
more willing to contribute when they can determine
how their support is to be used. It is negative only
because ·the university has few dollars to distribute
among the educational programs which have a serious .

financial need. Unrestricted dollars are always in the
greatest demand, but are the most difficult to raise.
In direct response to the alumnus's question, the
following statistical data has been compiled. The data
is based on the 1982-83 fiscal year because the current
annual fund campaign does not end until June 30,
1984.
Gifts designated to Fine Arts
Gifts designated to Milner Library
Gifts designated to WGLT
Gifts designated to
academic departments
Gifts designated to scholarship aid
Gifts designated to
intercollegiate athletics
Gifts to special programs
and projects
Gifts designated to other
restricted purposes
Unrestricted gifts

$

TOTAL

$352,792

7,570
3,066

13,156
91,104
5,905
140,409
40,163
16,250
35,171

One Interesting fact is that 25 percent of the
contributors made unrestricted gifts; however, these
gifts represented only 10 percent of the total dollar
support. Most of the larger denonimation gifts were
restricted.
Another point of interest is that the annual fund
dollar support of Illinois State University \l{Ould be substantially greater if every alumnus participated. More
than 85 percent of the alumni family does not participate. If each alumnus contributed just $] 0, the annual
fund would total $650,000 per year.
If you have not given in the past because you did
not know how your dollars were ·used (or could be
used), please consider lending _your sui:port in the
1984-85 year. Restricted or unrestricted,'modest or
magnificent, all contributions help the University meet
its educational mission.
One final reminder.. .you can also give a gift
"in-kind" or a bequest through your will, or a gift of
stock or real property, or a gift of life insurance. Giving
starts in the heart and works through the educational
experience of today's and tomorrow's students.

Boswell '83 to compete
on Olympic basketball team
By Christie Price
lt's·taken a lot of hard work and a lot of growing up to
realize the dream of becoming an Olympian. But for Cathy
Boswell of Joliet, the guts and determination have paid off
with her recent selection to the women·s basketball team
which will compete in the 1984 Los Angeles Summer
Olympics.
Everything seemed to come together for the four-year
basketball standout and 1983 graduate of Illinois State
University.

"I've had to do a lot of learning and growing up," said
Boswell, via phone from Los Angeles International Airport
before departure to Taiwan and the Jones Cup tournament in
Tapei with the team. "There are so many people and expe·
riences that have contributed to my being able to play well and
to be selected."
For Boswell, the dream of becoming an Olympian
started seriously in the sixth grade. Later she led Joliet West
High School to a state title before graduating early and begin·
ning her collegiate career at Illinois State in 1979. "When I
came to ISU I was very young," added Boswell. "I had a lot to
learn. Coaches (Jill) Hutchison and (Melinda) Fischer were
great-they helped me grow as a person and a player."
150 provided Boswell an opportunity to shine in the
college ranks. At 6·0, she played inside for the Redbirds. It
wasn't until she went to Germany this past year that her
moderate stature moved her to an outside position. It was the
best of both worlds for Boswell-giving her the chance to
become a complete player after five years of intense basketball experience.
Boswell's failed attempt to make the 1980 Olympic team
would prove to be an integral factor in her quest for the 1984
squad. "Going through that tryout was a great learning expe·
rience," added Boswell. "Although I was disappointed, it
helped me to understand just what it would take to really be an
Olympian."
The next four years were a series of highs and lows on the
basketball court for Boswell. Stati'stically, her sophomore year
was the best. It was a season that saw her set six school
records enroute to ISU's 28·8 record and 15th-national ranking. Although that year would not be eclipsed on the stat
sheet, Boswell's contributions and accolades continued
throughout her collegiate career.

In the summer during college, Boswell played basketball
representing the United States in international competition.
But she felt there was a void, even after she joined Hutchison
at the World University Games last summer and captured the
gold medal.
"I never seemed satisfied with my basketball," Boswell
added. "Something was missing. I realize now it was a true
commitment to the sport."
That commitment, through hard work and determination, was the biggest factor in Boswell's ability to become an
Olympian.
"Dreams don't come true just by wishing," said Redbird
mentor Hutchison. "You have to work for it, and that's what
'8oz' did."

Boswell sacrificed two opportunities for returns home to
Joliet and instead continued training. The first missed trip
home was two weeks before tryouts began-despite not hav•
ing seen her family for eight months while she was playing
basketball in Germany. She arrived in Colorado Springs early
to begin working out.
The tryouts went well. After the team had been whittled to
15 players, head coach Pat Summit gave the remaining hopefuls a three-week reprieve. Again Boswell elected to stay in
Colorado and train.
" I know my family was disappointed I wasn't taking that
chance to come home," Boswell said. "But they were behind
my decision. Their feeling was this is a chance you get once in
a lifetime and I should go for it." Her family continues to be
one of her best support systems.
The training did indeed pay off. Two big factors for her
selection were her ability to play both ends of the court and
her hustle. "The extra work really made a difference in the
end," Boswell said.
A bit of soul searching provided the final catalyst. "When
I was in Germany, I went through a lot of emotional stress,"
Boswell said. "I decided right then to bear down, dig deep
down inside and see what I could find. I always thought I had it
in me-maybe everything didn't come out at ISU-but I was
going to push and put everything I had into it."
Boswell ls the third Illinois State player to represent the
United States in Olympic .basketball competition, and the
second female. Doug Collins played on the 1972 team and

Boswell '83
Charlotte Lewis was a 1976 team member.
After an outstanding high school career at Joliet West, a
brilliant college stint and worthwhile experience in Germany
since her graduation from ISU, Boswell has reached her
• international basketball summit-and her dream.
"There are more sacrifices to be made by an Olympian
than most people realize," added Hutchison. "Cathy has
Olympic quality not only as a player but as a person."

Hawaiian students
to per{orm at /SU
Kemehameha High School String Orchestra of Hono·

Iul u will perform on the /SU campus, Saturday night, June
23, 1984, in Stroud Auditorium. The free program will
include a combination ofclassical and ethnic music and
dance.
Students who attend Kemehame_
ha must be native
Hawaiian. The group will be on a three-week tour of the
Mainland, with their first program at /SU. While on the
Mainland, they will perform in Cincinnati, Columbus,
Philadelphia, Washington, )D.c;.,a_n d_New York:
More
than 60 /SU alumni are now living in the Hawaiian Islands.

qt~.
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Big da y for 2,800 graduates

Justice Underwood honored

/

About 2 , 800 students participated ir
monies at the university's 125 Co
Saturday, May 5 . Six ceremonies. 111
each of the five colleges and· a sixtt
Graduate School. The latter cerem
awarding of an honorary Doctor o1
Illinois Supreme Court Justice Rober1
Normal.

aduation cere,encement on
1 held, one for
ogram for the
,. included the
1ws degree to
Underwood of

Illinois Supreme Court Justice .Robert Charles Under•
wood of Normal received an honorary Doctor of Laws degree
at Graduate School cerem onies at the 125th annual UUnois
State University com mencement exercises May 5.
Judge Underwood was elected to the Supreme Court in
1962 and served as chief justice from 1969 to 1976, the
longest term on record. He will retire from the bench on Dec.
4, after 42 years of public service from Normal city attorney to
McLean County state's attorney to county j udge to Supreme
Court justice.

Underwood Is the 31st person to receive an honorary
degree at ISU in the 17 years the university has given such
awards. Last year's recipients were James L Fisher, president
of the Council for A dvancement and Support of Education,
and Allan W. Ostar, president of the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities.
In 1962, Underwood was elected to the I ~ Supreme
Court, and seven years later becam e its chief justice. He has
served as president of the McLean County Bar Association
and was vice chairman of the national Conference of Chief
·Justices.
For his Interest and work with juveniles, he was vice
chairman of the Illinois Commission on Children ir. the mid·
1950s, and in 1960 was a delegate to the Golden Anniversary ·
of the White House Conference on Children.
He won the Normal Chamber of Commerce Outstand·
ing Citizen's Award in 1962 and a citation from the Illinois
Welfare Association. Underwood Park in Normal is named in
his honor.

Class of '84 annou nce g ift
Members of the Class of 1984 Leadership ~ouncil at ISU
have raised over $3,100 in contributions from classmates in
order to leave a permanent, tangible gift to the university from
their class. Additional monies from proceed5 of the sale of
graduation announcements wilrbe added to this total.
Council president Robert Freitag, Worth, announced
at each of the five commencem ent ceremonies on May 5 that
the gift will be a ceramic mosaic tile replica of the university.
seal. The a,rtwork will be placed on the east wall of the second
story of the Bone Student Center.
A dedication ceremony for the gift will be held at Homecoming on Nov. 3, 1984. All class members and other guests
are invited to attend the · ceremony. Freitag said that the
seniors who contributed voted on the gift and chose the tile
seal replica " by an overwhelming majority over six other
alternative gifts."

---
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Among Alumni
Dorothy (Rodman) Nelson '21, BS '24, Hammond, Ind., is
president and tutor coordinator of the Hammond Literacy Council.
She was recently presented an award by the Hammond Area Reading
Council for her work with illiteraties arid wiU be honored in Indianapolis
by the Indiana State Reading Council for her outstanding contributions in reading.

Smith '35

Helen K. Smith '35, has recently been elected to the Reading
Hall of Fame, a small group which honors those who are widely
known ai,d rei;pected by people in the reading profession. She is
professor of education emeritus at the University of Miami, Coral
Gables, Fla. In 1983 she received an Outstanding Service Award from
1 !he ISU Alumni Association.
Lawrence M. Nelson '37, president of Nelson Printing Company
in Glenview, Ill., was appointed to the Illinois Conference on Small
Business Committee..
Agnes Estel (Wilder) Nico! '39, is a sales associate at Bergners
Department Store in Bloorninton. She resides in Minier, Ill.
Martha (Lewis) Lammers '46, and her husband Richard are in
East Asia doing missionary work with the United Church of Christ
R. Dean Blomgren'47, professor emeritus of industrial technology at ISU, received the Education Council/Graphic Arts Technical
Foundation Award of Excellence at the international organization's
awards banquet at Pittsburg in April.
Lorraine Frances Muffley '48, is retired from teaching and
resides in Shirley, Ill.

1950-59
Elma (Pennepacker) Leigh '50, MS '67, is an associate professor in the Special Education Department at Western Illinois University. She received her doctorate from the University of Northern
Colorado.
Robert Allan '50, MS '66, an ISU music faculty member the past
six years and a 28-year veteran of public school teaching, was
inducted into the Bandmaster's Hall ofFame at Northwestern University in Evanston on June 1. He is director of the Symphonic Band at
ISU, won Phi Beta Mu's band director of the year award in 1980 and
the Illinois MAC award in 1979.
James Montgomery '50, MS '53, was appointed assistant professor and interim chairman of the education department at Aurora
·
College, Aurora, Ill., in February.
Joanne (Hayden) Anderson '55, works as a teacher and aid for
the Maxwell Air Base Elementary School. Joanne resides in Prattville,
Ala.

Crannell '56, MS '61

Harriett Crannell '56, MS '61 , was named district "Converse
Coach of the Year" by the Women's Basketball Coaches Association.
She coaches women's basketball and is an associate professor of
physical education and women's athletic coordinator at Millikin University in Decatur, Ill.
Duane "Moose" Woltzen· '57, MS '59, recently received the
1984 Honors Award from the National Association of Basketball
Coaches at the organization's meeting in Seattle, Wash. He was
honored for 20 years as a member of the NABC, for achieving 500
coaching wins at all levels and coaching excellence. Woltzen, the
1982-83 National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics· (District 14)
cCK:oach-of-the-year, has been coaching at Lakeland College, Sheboygan, Wis., for 20 years. He is a native of Minonk, Ill.

McHenry '57

Donald F. McHenry '57, research professor of Diplomacy and
International Affairs, School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University, Wi!shington, D.C., has been re-elected to a three-year term as
a public governor of the American Stock Exchange. He also serves as
president of the International Relations Consultants, Inc., :1as previously been appointed U.S. permanent representative to the United
Nations by President Carter and served as a member of the Carter
Cabinet from 1977 to 1981. McHenry serves as a member-at-large on
the ISU Alumni Association Board of Directors.
Charles Richard Bunus '58, is working as school sales representative for Cardinal Associates, Vincennes, Ind., and resides in
Wauchula, Fla.

1960-69
Gary R. Planck '61, an Orlando, Fla., attorney, recently spoke at
a special meeting sponsored by the National Parks Service at Ford's
Theatre in Washington, D.C. He is literary editor of the Lincoln
Herald, a quarterly historical journal.
Albert Van Thoumout '61, is teaching in the Queen Anne
School, Upper Marlboro, Ind.

Donald Richard Lee '62, is employed as a Mechanical Designer
for the Dickey-John Corporation in Auburn, Ill.
Valerie (Knox) Preston '63, works for the Frederick County
Teachers Association in Walkersville, Md.
Robert Stanley Vostal '63, serves as principal of Hitchcock ISD
School in Hitchcock, Texas.
·
Irma (Lahr) MIiier '63, is retired after teaching 22 years at the
LeRoy Elementary School. She resides in Bloomington, Ill.
Beryl Jean (Oos) Janick '64, was recently appointed assistant
administrate( of West Valley Camelback Hospital, Glendale, Ariz. In
1981 she received a master's degree in Health Services Administration from Arizona State University, was elected the first president of
the MHSA Alumni Association and serves on the Board of the College
of Business Alumni Association at ASU.
Carolyne (Dixon) Hamann MS '64, former director of Counsel-.
ing at Illinois Valley Community College, is retired and living in
Woodland Park, Colo.
Karen (Schwltters) Vroman '64, presently teaches art and
watercolors for the Geneseo Art League and the White Cloud Gallery
and travels to give demonstrations and workshops for·various art
organizations and civic groups. Her paintings hang in private and
business collections across the United States. She maintains a studio
in her home at Erie, Ill., where she lives with her husband and two
daughters.
Judith Ann (McDrath) Vostal '64, works as a media specialist for
the School District #160 in Country Club Hills, Ill.
Frank Young '64, was recently promoted to manager of Product
Design for Tonka Toys. In addition to his duties at Tonka, he is an
associate professor at the Minneapolis College of Art and Design. He
has authored a textbook and resides with his wife and three sons in
Lake Crystal, Minn.
Martha (Klrw:er) Price '65, DeKalb, Ill., received an Ed.D. from
Northern Illinois University in March.
David Brusick MS '65, Ph.D. '70, was winner of the Environmental Mutagenesis Recognition Award presented during the Environmental Mutagen Society's 15th international meeting in Montreal,
Canada. He is vice president of Molecular Sciences Directorate at
Litton Binetics Inc., and lives in Kensington, Md.
Roger Gaither '66, MS '68, Kansas City, Mo., was selected to
head the office of publications at Missouri Western State College in
St. Joseph, Mo. He formerly taught at the University of Kansas and did
free-lance work in Kansas City.
Kenneth Cariln '67, is working in the Data Processing Department at the Alton Banking and Trust Company in Alton, Ill.
Rosemary Anna llmke '67, received her master's degree from
Bradley University, Peoria, Ill., in December, 1983.
Henry M. Mllander Ed.D. '67, has been serving as president of
Olympic College in Bremerton, Washington since 1972. His wife,
Joan (Siegler) Mllander MS '66, is principal of Seabeck School,
Seabeck, Wash. This information was incorrectly given in the March,
/SU Alumni Today.
James Andrew Schrnlechen MA '67, has had a book, "Sweated
Industries and Sweated Labor," published by the University of Illinois
Press.
Carol (Cameron) Randall '68, is a Public Aid Casework Supervisor for the Peoria County Department of Public Aid in P~ria.

llmothy W. DeVries '68, a science teacher at Crystal Lake
Cental High School, Crystal Lake, Ill., has been selected to receive an
all-expense paid trip from the American Nuclear Society as a guest of
the Japanese government this summer. The visit is to cement the
relations between Japanese and American science teachers and will
include visits to nuclear plant sites and participation in a panel discussion in Tokyo.
Candace (Kane) Schultz '68, Warrenville, Ill., is a Math teacher
in the Wheaton-Warrenville School system in Wheaton, Ill.
Darrel L Hardt '69, has been selected to serve as the new
superintendent of Signal Hill School District 181 in Belleville, Ill. He
has served in the Belleville schools since 1969 and was named the
Belleville Jaycees Outstanding Young Educator in 1974 and the
Distinguished Service Award Recipient in 1983.
Kay (Prowant) Bowman '69, Oxen Hill, Md., is a member of the
U.S. Army Chorale. She is an active enlisted member of the Army as a
Sergeant First Class with nine years of active duty.
Judith Rose Maresh '69, is employed as a credit collector for the
First Chicago Bankcard in Elgin, Ill.
Claire Rlcewasser '69, has been promoted to city circulation
manager of the New Mexican, Santa Fe, N.M. She continues to serve
as the education program coordinator, which involves teaching and
encouraging the newspaper to be used as a supplemental text in the
elementary, junior high and senior high education.

1970-79
Sharon (O'Rorke) Olszewski '70, is a teacher in the Rochelle
Elementary School District. She and her husband Gary live · in
Rochelle, DI.
Margaret (Liesman) '71 and Gary Lawson '70, live in Biloxi,
Miss., where Gary is a Captain in the U.S. Air Force.
Larry May '70, was recently promoted to district sales manager
with A. 0. Smith Corporation in Dallas, Texas. He is currently serving
as president of the ISU Alumni Association Dallas Area Chapter.
Lori (Etherton) Neisler '70, has been promoted to data processing specialist Ill at State Farm Insurance. She and her husband David
'72 reside in El Paso, Ill.
John F. Novak 111 '70, is a pharmaceutical sales representative
with Burroughs Wellcome Co. He and his wife live in Indianapolis, Ind.
Robert Barnard Ed.D. '71, principal at Washington Grade
School in Bloomington, Ill., traveled to France in May to vjsit educators at the French Ministry of Education in Paris. They will discuss the
cultural exchange program being coordinated with Bloomington
public schools.
Wayne Lohman '71, has been named district sales manager for
Velsicol Chemical Corporations' agricultural products in the southeastern United States.
Marta Mae (Hofstatter) Tucker '71, Aledo, Ill., received her
master' s degree in computer science in December from Bradley
University, Peoria, Ill.
·
Christine M. Johnson '71, was named assistant vice president at
Harris Bank, Chicago, Ill.
Eleanor Jessie Pester '71 , Clarksville, Ind., is a research associate for the American Printing House for the Blind.
Gregg E. Watson '71, has been promoted to senior analyst in
the risk management department at State Farm Insurance. He
resides in Normal, Ill., with his wife Katherine.
Randal R. Glbisch '71, Hanover Park, Ill., assistant vice president
and manager of the Chicago Communications Branch for Associates Commercial Corporation, is the 1983 recipient of the company's " President's Award" for the Communications Division. The
award is presented annually to the branch manager whose efforts
best reflect the company's standards of excellence and professionalism.
Doug Schoen '71, is television director and producer at Kartes
Video Communications, Indianapolis, Ind.
Helen Porter Ducey '71, completed a master's degree in educational administration at Sangamon State University and is currently
an assistant principal at an elementary school in Wildflecken, West
Germany.
Susan (Anderson) Stoyan '72, recently earned her certification
from the Medical Library Association. She has been director of the
Health Sciences Library at Mennonite Hospital in Bloomington, Ill.,
since 1981.
Kathy (Jackson) Balshamo '72 , Deer Park, Texas, is a teacher
for the gifted at Harlem Elementary School
Christopher Francis '72, is a speech pathologist at Gosford
Hospital, Phegans Bay, N.S.W., Australia.
Penny Gaye Gorsuch '72, resides in Kincheloe, Mich., with her
husband who is a doctor for public health service.
Mlchael T. McGrogan '72, was appointed vice president and
division manager of real estate lending at Lake View Trust and
Savings Bank, Chicago, Ill. Prior to this, he was construction lend ing
and operations manager at First Federal of Chicago.
Beverly (Stock) Hartter '72, MS '83, has been selected to
receive the Sigma Xl Science and Mathematic Teacher Award for
1983-84. Sixma Xi, a scientific research society, is an honorary organization dedicated to the encouragement of scientific research. She is
a mathematics teacher at the high school in Metamora, Ill.

,·
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(Cont.)

Carla L. Herbert '72, MS '80, recently was a speaker at the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Houston Regional
Conference in Houston, Texas, and will be speaking at the Kansas
National Education Association's Learning Fair in Olatha, Kan. She is
a Chapter I Math/Reading teacher in.Leavenworth, Kan.
Patrick E. Winters '72, Denver, Colo., is executive director of
Building Owners and Managers Association. He is involved in several
community projects, including the Boulder County United Way and
the Colorado Energy Advocacy Office.

James .Michael Clendenin '78, Is a programmer, systems analyst for MEDIFLEX in Houston, Texas.
.
.Mike Fonte '78, is a district manager for Carus Chemical Company in LaSalle, Ill.
Jonathon lie '78, is general manager at Illini Lincoln-Mercury•
Volvo in. Champaign, Ill.

Osborn MS '75

John Berger ' 72, was chosen the employee of the year for the
McLean County Health Department in Bloomington, Ill., where he is
the supervising sanitarian.
Bob Gilbert '72, owns a record and music publishing company
in Los Angeles, Calif.

Rink '72, MS '76, CAS '83

Frank Rink '72, MS '76, CAS '83, will become the elementary
principal at Metamora Elementary School, Metamora, Ill., on July 1.
He formerly served as principal at Buckley-Loda and at Leland, Ill.
Mary Ann Helsel '73, Marina Del Rey, Calif., is working for the
Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee, the headquarters for
the Olympic Garnes and the O lympic Arts Festival. In July of this year, •
she will join the staff working at the UCLA Olympic Village.
Martha (Pascale) Weston '73, Washington, D.C., has written a
boo k, "Washington! Adventures for Kids, .. designed to make a trip
to Washington museums educational, fun and interesting for children.
Everett VanDeVoort '74, serves as an university administrator
for Northern Illinois University and resides in Plainfield, Ill.
John Walsh MS '73, was·chosen president-elect of the New
Hampshire Psychological Association, a professional society representing the interest of psychologists in academic, applied and
research setting. He is a clinical psychologist certified in N.H.
Tom DeGiulio '73, MS ' 81, has resigned as city manager of
Normal, Ill. to take the top administrative post in the government o f
Munster, Ind.
Michael Woelffer '73, MS '74, is the director of the Illinois
Department of Commerce and Community Affairs.
Rita (Rankin) Leigh '73, teaches Home Economics at Stauton
High School and her husband Leland '77, teaches at Alton CUSD.
They live in Bunker Hill, Ill.
Mary Carole Hallckl '73, is a special assistant to U.S. Congressman Bob Michel.
David J. Pearce '74, teaches band and choir at Marshall Middle
School in Loves Park, Ill.
·Coleen Marie Martin '74, received her master's degree from
Bradley University in Peoria, Ill., in December 1983.
George Wheelwright '74, is serving as student pastor at the
Toronto Community Church, Toronto, Iowa, and the Big Rock United
Church of Christ, Big Rock, Iowa, and is studying for his master of
divinity degree at the University of Dubuque Theological Seminary.
Carol Lynn Schmidt '74, is a mail carrier in Kent, Wash.
Bruce A. Conrad '74, is director of accounting services for
Craig' s Stores of Texas, Inc., in Houston, Texas.
Brett Reno '74, has been promoted to superintendent of claims
data processing at State Farm Mutual A utomobile Insurance Com·
pany's home office in Bloomington, Ill.
Deborah (Buntalne) Murphy '74, was recently named 1983
Communicator of the Year by the International Association of Busi·
ness Communicators, Omaha, Neb.
Thomas S. Paullin '74, is the Alumni Fund Coordinator in the
Office of Annual Giving, Tulane University, New Orleans, La.
Janette (Banko) Theodore '75, teaches special education for
the District o f Lake Conty, Waukegan, Ill., and is attending Northeastern Illinois University working toward a master's degree.
Gloria Schabb '75, MS ' 77, MFA '83, has had a videotape made
of her paintings that was shown on !SU TV-10. She resides in Bloo·
rnington, Ill.
Janis Kay McGuire '75, has re\urned to Farmington, Ill., after
having spent 6 years in Australia.
Marie (Wavering) Ringenberg '75, is the children's librarian and
youth services coordinator for the Palatine Library in Pala~ne, 111.
Susan Thomas '75, Indianapolis, Ind., works as art director for
Kartes Video Communication s.
.
Henry J. Hummert '75, MS '81, is on the psychology staff of the
Diagnostic/Trea tment section of the St. Louis City Juvenile Court,
doing psychological evaluations and providing psychotherapy for
court clients and their families.

Simms '79
James Osborn '75, has been named administrative director for
the Division of Professional Services at Memorial Medical Center, a
600-bed teaching hospital affiliated with the Southern Illinois Univer·
1 sity School of Medicine
in Springfield, 111.
Leslie D. Crone '75, works as CPA for McGladrey, Hendrickson
and Pullen in Las Vegas, Nev.
Frederick Hubbell '76, recently received his MBA from the
University of Northern Colorado in Greeley, Colo., and is employed as
a territory sales manager for Wyeth Pharmaceutical s in the Northwest
Denver-Boulder area.
Donald F.K. Chen '76, has obtained his doctorate in public
health at the University of Michigan School of Public Health and is
Environmental Health Specialist and director of Resources & Environmental Management in Malaysia.
St~en J. Morgan '76, participated in rescue operations of
American citizens and assisted in the restoration of order in Grenada.
Morgan is a vehicle driver with the 119th T ransporation Company at
Fort Eustis, Va.
Ann LaFrence '78, is the TUMORS (The Upper Midwest Oncology Registry System) a self-contained computerized tumor registry
system at United Hospital at St. Paul, Minn.
Gail J. Holmberg, '76, has been promoted to international
senior consultant in the firm of Deloitte, Haskins and Sells in Morristown, N.J.
Richard Rudy Carison '76, is employed at the Burnham Hospital
in Champaign, Ill.
Suanne Gene (Yednock) Prerez '76 is a sales administrator at
Syntrex in Costa Mesa, Calif.
Pamela (Wemsing) ' 76 and Brad Denton ' 76, reside in Grays•
lake, Ill., where Pamela is an employee benefits counselor for Centel
Corp.
Rodlee Ellen (Reiling) Porter ' 76, is a financial aid director for
Illinois Central College, East Peoria, Ill. She resides in Morton, Ill.
Susan (Watson) Eleopoulos ' 76, is a teacher in the Springfield
School District, Springfield, Ill.
Susan (Lamm) White '76, MS '77, is a speech pathologist for
Staunton community schools in Staunton, Ill.
Thomas Hoadley MS '77, was included in a major exhibition of
six distinguished Massachusetts clay artists early this year. The exhibit
was entitled " Massachusetts Clay" and was held at both Hyannis and
Dock Square, Boston, Mass.
Karol Godfrey' 77, is a State Farm Insurance Company agentin
Bridgeton, Mo.
·
Christopher Lee Curtis '77, is a senior systems analyst for the
Leaf River Forest Products in New Augusta, Mass.
Bobbe (Schester) White. '77, is assistant trust officer for the
State Band and Trust Company, Quincy, Ill.
Robert Bruce Anderson '77, is -::urrently the assistant county
attorney for the Board of County Commissions of Collier county in
Naples, Fla.
Patricia Jane Murphy '77, received her master's degree from
Bradley University, Peoria, Ill., in December, 1983.
Thomas J. Bierma '77, has joined the environmental health
program faculty at Illinois State University.
Amy Louise Peterson '78, received her master's degree in
December 1983 from Bradley University, Peoria, Ill.
Don Yunker '78, works for Frank N. Magid Associates in Ma_
rion,
Iowa where he writes audio critiques for clients and offers sugges·
tion; as to how to better their product. He also handles the " talent
bank" where they assist clients in finding program directors or other
radio personnel.
Dennis E. Harris '78, was recently promoted to account execuqve with Wilkes Direct Mail, Inc., in St. Louis, Mo.
Greg Pierce '78, is working at the Washington Times on the
copy desk in Silver Spring, Md.
Kristine (Holmes) Noga! '78, is a systems representative for the
Burroughs Corp., in Oak Brook, Ill.
Ralph Joseph Tosi '78, Germantown Hills, Ill., is a product
support marketing analyst for Caterpillar Company, Peoria, 111.
Philip Allen Vlnnedge '78, is employed in the marketing
department for Coca Cola. He and his wife Linda (Bockenski) '78,
MS ' 83, live in Atlanta, Ga., where she is a research technician for
Emory University.
Dave Bergman ' 78, was traded to the Detroit Tigers baseball
team this spring. He ranked third in the NL in pinch hitting last year
with a .355 average.
Jeffrey J. Alger '78, has accepted the position of account execu·
tive - investments at Prudential-Bach e Securities in Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.
Jane (Devine) Alger '78, has accepted the position of director of
Social Services and Utilization Review at Las Olas General Hospital in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Steve Simms '79, information project manager at Illinois Farm
Bureau, recently received an award for excellence in radio advertising
at the St. Louis Radio Association· s annual Marconi Awards Program.
The Marconi Award honors the best radio commercials created for
the St. Louis metropolitan area and the State of Missouri. He also
serves on the City of Bloomington Council as alderman in Blooming·
ton, Ill.
Linda Marini '79, MS '84, is teaching Chapter I remedial reading
in the second, third, and fourth grades at Haines Elementary School
in New Lenox School District, New Lenox, Ill.
Ron Haynes '79, recently was named the PPG Industries STP
(Super Performance Team) Performer of the Year for 1983. He is
employed by the PPG Industries at the company's Baberton, Ohio,
Technical Center.
Dori (Davis) Waller '79, is department manager at Saks Fifth
Avenue store in Oak Brook, Ill.
Ttna L. Dobrinlch '79, has been promoted to specialist Ill in the
data processing department at State Farm Mutual Automobile lnsu•
ranee Company's home office in Bloomington, Ill.
Luann (Henry) Morse '79, is a special education teacher for the
Oswego School District in Oswego, Ill.
Janice Lynn (Zimmerman) Lewis '79, is a financial analyst for
Motorola, Inc., at Algonquin, Ill.
Maria Rotello '79, is the catering manager at the Clock Tower .
Inn in Rockford, Ill.
Robin K. TIison '79, is a CPA, controller for the National Title
Company in Houston, Texas.
Lesley Brogan '79, was recently employed as a registered music
therapist at Wesley Towers Retirement Center and Douglas Nursing
Center in Mattoon, Ill.
Therese (Liven) Bloom '79, teaches special education at Glenview Junior High School in East Moline, Ill., and was recently named
Outstanding Teacher for the month_.

1980-8 3
-Andrew Jackson '80, Grand Prairie, Texas, has accepted a new
position with the Belcan Corporation.
Robert Miller '80, a telephone sales account executive with
Reuben H. Donnelley Corp., -Springfield, Ill., has earned his com•
pany's top awards by winning the Gerald Hooper award and the
Distinguished Sales Award.
Airman Charies P. Weaver '80, has completed Air Force basic
training and has been assigned to Lowry Air Base, Colo.
Linda (Crawford) Yunker '80, Marion; Iowa, is -a director at
KCRGJV in Cedar Rapids.
Mark S. Dilorenzo '80 MS '82, Willowbrook, Ill., is a chemist
with Sherwin Williams.
Rosemary Yocum '80, Carbondale, Ill., is restaurant manager of
Godfather's Pizza.
•
Melinda (McDonald) '80 and Kevin Curtin '80 are living in.Peoria, Ill., where Melinda is a medical technologist at St Francis
Medical Center. Kevin is a reading specialist and computer literacy
instructor at Brimfield Grade School, Brimfield, Ill.
Sandee Smith '80, is an office manager for a modeling studio in
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Diane (Melton) Anderson '80, Peoria, Ill., is a social worker St.
Francis Hospital.
Pamela (Irwin) Pearce ' 80, Chicago, is a senior communication
manager for Western Union Telegraph, Oak Brook, UI.
Tamara (Moore) Reed '80, is employed by the firm of Stein Roe
£, Farnham in Chicago, Ill.
Jay e.tum '80, earned his Master' s degree in Educational
Administration from Northern Illinois University in May 1984.
Jennie Van Dyke '80, Indianapolis, Ind., is employed by a collection agency as a cashier/ supeivisor.
Ricky A. Brown '80, lives in Auburn, 111., and is an art teacher in
Waverly, Ill.
Terrie Ryland '81, is continuity director in charge of commercial
advertising at WIL radio station in St. Louis, Mo.
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Mark A. McBride '81, is employed by the state of Illinois as an
auditor in the sales tax division. He and his wife Cheryl (Norton) '80,
live in Hanover Park, Ill.
J. Fred Schouten MS '81, has been appointed to a second term
as assistant professor of music at the Crane School of Music (State
University College of Arts & Sciences, Potsdam, N.Y.) He is completing an E.d.D. in music education from the University of Illinois.
Pamela (Smith) Schroeder '81, Buffalo Grove, Ill., is a flight
attendant for United Airlines.
William Todd Blessing '81, has received a master' s degree from
Bradley University.
Steve W. Mc:MuDen '81 ," Clearwater, Fla., has transferred to the
St. Petersburg, Fla., office of Main Hurdman, CPA
Bruce A. Naffziger '81, Bloomington, DI., has been promoted to
specialist Ill in the data processing department at State Farm Auto
Insurance Co.
Melissa Dechant '82, Denver, Colo., is employed as a 7V Guide
station editor by Triangle Publications, Inc.
David Bill '81, has been promoted to assistant managing editor
of features for The Daily Pantagraph. He and his wife, Jodi (Barnes)
'81 live in Normal, DI.
Lester Van Bibber '81, is pastor of Bethel Temple in Blooming·
ton, Ill. He was formerly assistant pastor at Full Gospel Tabernacle,
Lincoln, DI.

Saltwell '82

Susan SaltweD '82, is account coordinator for Noble & Associates of Springfield, Mo.

Marsha (Adams) Seniff '82, is working.for the McLean County
Sheriff's Department in Bloomington, UL
Randy Schroeder '82, Normal, Ill., is a lab technician at the ISU
meat lab in the Ropp building.
Tim Juliusson '82, is employed as a senior account executive at
Gaper"s Caterers in Chicago, Ill.
Holly Lazzerinl '82, is an educational vision specialist for the
Hariem School District
Ramona G. Suggs '82, has been promoted to senior claim
examiner in the health insurance department at State Farm Insurance Company's Dallas, Texas office.

Carlton '82

Christine Cariton '82, is a graduate student and associate
instructor at Indiana University and recently appeared in a concert at
Carnegie Recital Hall in New York City.
The Rev. Albert Stewart Jr. '83, is employed as special education teacher at Bloomington High School, Bloomington, Ill., while
attending graduate school at !SU.
Chyriel L Drain '83, is employed by East St. Louis School
District
John W• .Maxwell '83, works for State Farm Insurance Company
in Monroe, La.
-Jackie Aore '83, serves as assistant manager of newly opened
Kohl's Department store in Bloomington, Ill.
Rebecca (Bray) Mini '83, is Community Relations Coordinator
for Brokaw Hospital in Normal, Ill.
Maurice Allen '83, is employed by East St. Louis, Ill., School
District
Bruce Weldy '83, has been employed by the Odell, 111., grade and
high school board to teach eighth grade and coach girl's basketball.

Births
A son-Benjamin Joel to Frederick P. '76 and Sherry L. (Anderson) Hubbell '76 in Broomfield, Colo., on March 13, 1982.
A son-Nathan Benson to Mark and Sharon (Benson) Yeakel
'76 in Champaign, UL, on Feb. 18, 1983.
A son-Brandon Robert to BIii '70 and Barbara (Leskanich)
Halcott MS '81 in Streator, DI., on May 28, 1983.
A son-Benjamin Joseph to Mark R. '79 and Cheryl (Kull)
Buttlce '78 in Rockford, UI., on June 5, 1983.
A son-Michael James to James C. '77 and Eileen (Wood)
Bragg '77 in Joliet, Ill., on June 9, 1983.
·
A son-Jeffrey Robert to Dan '74 and Candy (Gregg) Purdom
' 75 in Glendale Heights, Ill., on June 10, 1983.
A son-Ryan Matthew to Richard '76 and Cindy (Arp) Klemm
'76 in Madison, Wis., on June 23, 1983.
A son-Timothy Andrew to Dennis and Nancy (Drake) Ophoff
'73 in Beason, Ill., on July 7, 1983.
Twins-Kyle John and Melissa Louise to Phil '76 and Diane
Tarrant in Lake in the Hills, Ill., J uly 15, 1983.
A daughter-Sarah Donelle to Bruce and· Donna (Wagner)
Struebing '74 in Hartsburg, Ill., on Aug. 16, 1983.
A daughter-Chelsea to C. Scott and Wendy (Olmsted) Boyd
'74 in Spring Lake, Mich., on Sept 3, 1983.
.
A daughter-Cassidy Elaine to Phillfp H. and Lois Ann (Harris)
Harris '69 Sept. 18, 1983 and Lindsey Ann on Jan. 13, 1981 in
Alexandria, Va.
A daughter-Jennifer Joan to Scott '79 and Debbie (Drabik)
Buckley 79 in Houston, Texas on Sept 25, 1983.
A daughter-Michelle Renee to Jim '80 and Donna (Bez)
Lemar '79 in St. Louis, Mo., on Nov. 19, 1983.
A daughter-Brenna Michelle born Sept. 27, 1983 in Korea and
adopted by David and Pamela (Denlnger) Melvin '71, MS '75 on Feb.
21, 1984.
A daughter-Christine Allan to Randall L. and Mary C. (Allan)
Schwlchtenberg '79 in Minnetonka, Minn., on Oct 14, 1983.
A daughter-Jennifer Ann to Stephen and Kim (Orr) Janssen
'81 in Mattoon, Ill., on Oct 22, 1983.
A daughter-Bethany Marie to Mark '77 and Linda (King)
Lueceknhoff '77 in Ewing, Mo. on Nov. 2, 1983.
A daughter-Catherine Elizabeth to Joann and Reed Fombelle
'78 in Atwood, Ill., on Nov. 6, 1983.
A son-Brett James to Jim '74 and JIii (Crisclone)Allen '74 in
Ballwin, Mo., on Nov. 8, 1983.
A daughter-Emily Catherine to Kevin and Catherine (Borys)
Swan '78 in Roselle, Ill., on Nov. 11 , 1983.
A daughter-Elizabeth Ann to Jim '72 and Pam (Carison)
Harvey 72 in Joliet, Ill., on Nov. 17, 1983,
A daughter-Lisa Elizabeth to Peggy and Stephen Marini '77 in
Dalzell, Ill., on Dec. 5, 1983.
A daughter -Anna Lynn to Gary '74 and Debbie (Rogers)
Tiffany '79 in Loves Park, Ill., on Dec. 7, 1983.
A daughter-Nicole Marie to Kirby '81 and Denise (Wroblewski) Pretet '80 in Frankfort, Ill., Dec. 9, 1983.
A daughter-Jennifer Lee to Jim '77 and Patsy (Anderson)
Reynolds '76 in Tenn. on Dec. 10, 1983.
A son-Christopher Randolph to Michael '72, MS '77 and
Debra (Randolph) DeLoose '74, MA '79 in Arlington, Va., on Dec.
12, 1983.
A son-Adam Matthew to George P. and Barbara (Swantko)
Quinn '70 in Clarendon Hills, Iii., on Dec. 16, 1983.
A son-Christopher Robert to Robert ' 74 and Anne (White)
Vodicka '75 in Schaumburg, Ill., on Dec. 21, 1983.
A son-Mark Ronald to Ronald '76 and Patricia (Vondracek)
Focken '77 in St. Louis, Mo., on Jan. 9, 1984.
A son-Patrick Curtis to Michael '76 and Linda (Thar) Walwer
'76 in Springfield, Ill., on Jan. 18, 1984. ..
A daughter-Kristen Genevieve to llmothy J. '78 and Cynthia
(Hunt) Todd '78 in Lake Charles, La., on Jan. 18, 1984.
A son-Paul Robert to Richard and Jill (Jensen) Meynen '77 in
Torrance, Calif., on Jan. 28, 1984.
A daughter-Christine Marie to William '74 and Dianne
(Klachko) Arbogast '75 in Streator, Ill., on Feb. 2, 1984.
A daughter-Li_ndsey Nicole to David and Cindy (Kramer) Sullivan '78, MS '83 in Springfield, Ill., on Feb. 10, 1984.
A daughter-Alicia Nadine to Ronald L. and Deanna (Eames)
Ellis '79 in Fort Worth, Texas, on Feb. 13, 1984.
A daughter-Christina Leigh to Jeffrey J. '78 and Jane (Devine)
Alger '78 in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., on Feb. 23, 1984.
A daughter-Andrea Jean to Kim and Bonnie (Maver) Reynolds
'75 in Pickerington, Ohio, on Feb. 29, 1984.
A daughter-Megan Leigh to Karen and Thomas Walker '81 in
Chandler, Ariz., on March 4, 1984.
·
A son-Nicholas Matthew to Gary and Linda (Fredricks) Gregerson '80 in Rockford, Ill., on March 12, 1984.
A son-Andrew James to Jay '80 and Georgia (Becker) Baum
'80 in Evanston, 111., on March 15, 1984.
A son-Blake Bowlan to Mark '73 and Dee De (Bowlan)
Schneider '74 in Joliet, Ill., on March 16, 1984.
A son-Brandon \1/ilson to Marsha and Phillip Bell '72 in Minneapolis, Minn., on April 10, 1984.

A daughter-Jenna Lee to Mark and Maureen (Hester) Mandolini '78 in Prospect Heights, Ill., on April 13, 1984.
·
A daughter-Kathryn Christine to Martin '82 and Leanne (Zorn)
O'Maliey '83 in Webster Groves, Mo., on April 15, 1984.

In Memory
· Alumni

-

Arioa (Burgin) Dillinger, March 18
Russell H. Mau, Dec. 1982
Marie (Sullivan) McCann, March 18
Bernadine (Dohmar'ln) Poindexter, May 4
Anna (Larkin) McKeon, March 16
Minnie (Springer) Nichol, March 31
Jessie (Bressle) Samuel, May 6
Frieda M. Schaeffer, Feb. 10
Bessie (Abney) Bullock '08, Dec. 6
Jessie (Bramer) Lindsey '11, Nov. 11
M. Adeline (Stevenson) Nurse '14, July 12
Ruth (New) Goffinet '17
Gladys (Schnelder) Gregg '19, March 20
Hosea TIiiotson '22, BS '25
Luelle (Rice) Klesert Pickering '23, April 23
Pauline V. Powell '23, BS '34, May 5
RUda S. Betts '23, BS '25, April 1
Aoyd F. Cunningham ' 25, BS '26, April 22
Louise (Agge) Strejcek '28, March 31
Edith F. Bryan '29, BS '41 , March 15
Esther (Weber) Harker '31, Dec. 29
Roberta (Holley) Friesner '33, Nov. 1969
Llnda(Bertsche)Jacobs'34,Apri120
George W. White '37, April 29
Howard L Morse '37, Dec. 1982
James League Holley '37, March 1983
Theas Ivan Anderson '37, April 11
Harry R. Price '41, March 20
Robertlee L Holley '49, May 1983
Nancy (Bracken) Fox '55, Feb. 16
Winona (Schicktanz) Freedlund '60, March 18
Judith A. Kellogg '63, April 24
Charies E. Mitchell '71, A pril 14
Robert D. Vance '73, July 28
Mary J. Undenmier '74, Oct. 17
Clarence E. Tanner '75, MS '78, April 8
James F. Schneider '77, April 20
Randall N. Bourscheidt '78
Wanda K. Stockard '78, June 1979
Ariene (Caplin) Slan '79, March 3
Joanna Virdin '82, April 2

Faculty/Staff
Mabel P. Crompton, Jan. 23
John W. Pattison, Feb. 13
Wayne H. Weber, Feb. 2 1
Loren W. Mentzer, Feb. 17
Ernest M. R. Lamkey, March 16
Charies A. Weinberger, April 19

Ex-alumni director
dies in Florida
William Anderson '39, former alumni d irector in 1950-54
died in New Smyrna Beach, Fla. on May 13, 1984. He is
survived by his wife Mildred (Penny).
The 68-year-old Anderson was a regional vice president
of Rushmore Mutual Ufe Insurance Co. As a student, he was
president of Gamma Phi Circus.

Vidette reunion
The first Daily_
Vidette reunion, for all staff members who
worked under editors Carole Halicki, Mike Waters, Jim Baumann, Greg Peirce, George Dobrik and Brian Adair d uring
1970-78, will be held Sunday, June 24, at the Fairview Park
Shelter in Normal.

a.m.

The gathering will be~in at 1 1 :00
Cost of $5 per
adult includes sandwiches, salads, desserts and drinks. For
more information, contact Mark Lewis, 1717 Gregory Street,
Normal, Ill. 61761.

Area Meetings
LINCOLN, NEB.-Alumni from Lincoln and Omaha, Neb.,
gathered at the Com Hu~ker Hotel in Lincoln, Neb., prior to the
basketball Redbirds first-round game in the NCM tournament on
March 16. The " Big Red Marching Machine" pep band, "Reggie the
Redbird," and athletic and administration representatives lead the
crowd in cheering the Redbirds on to a victory.

'83; Susie Shackleton '72; Lisa Schafer '82: Andrew Smith '81; Rick
Spoor '83; Barbara Tanzuss '81; Cindy Terry '80; Barbara VanDyke
'82; Celia Wesle MA ' 72; David Westberg '82;·Margaret Whaley and
Ellen Wilkey '82. Ms. Wilkey is currently serving as president of the
Springfield Chapter of the ISU College of Business Alumni Associa·
tion. Interested persons should contact her at 924 Roanoke, Springfield, ILL 62702.

...c.
St. Louis

Moline

Indianapolis
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.-The Indianapolis Area Chapter of the
ISU Alumni Association gathered on March 29 at the Snooty Fox
restaurant and lounge. Attending from ISU were Joyce Webb Penland, Coordinator of Alumni Programs, and Barbara Tipsord Todd,
Assistant Coordinator. Alumni present included Susan Thomas '75,
Jennie Van Dyke ' 80, Doug Schoen '71,John F. Novaklll '70,Joan
(Krolak) '82 and Lynne '82 Bennan, John W. Coughlin ·41 , Charles D.
Hansen ' 75, J. Blake Kuster ' 79, Steve Munro ' 72, Russell E, Reichter
'77, Rick Stephens '77, Loris Wiegelmann '80, and Pamela (Abbott)
Willke '80. ISU Parents Association representatives Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hansen were also present

ST. LOCJIS-ISU representatives Richard Godfrey, Dan Ghormley, Fred Hansen, Joyce Webb Penland, and Barbara Tipsord Todd
met with alumni from the St. Louis area on April 5. Present were Bob
Ballard '79; David P. Bartsokas ' 79, MS '80; David Blount '68; Dan
Cotter '80, MS '81; Chyriell Drain '83; Mary Beth (Bubert) ' 75, MS 76
and Steve ' 76 Elliott; Lynda Marie Ann Evell '80; Karol Godfrey '77;
LeeAnn Godfrey '81; Linda (Snowden) Hamlin '75; Dale Hoepfinger
' 72; Dale A. Jones '60; Kathleen (McShane) Kinderfather ' 50, MS '55;
Rick Koelz '73: Rita (Rankin) Leigh '73; Allen Maurice '83; Deanna
(Watland) Middough '60; Julie Muren '80; Leanne (Zorn) '83; and
Martin '79 Malley; Julia (Parkhurst) Roberts '46; Terrie Ryland '81;
John V. Shutz, Jr. '82; and Susan (Lamm) White '76, MS '77. The
group met at the Marriott Pavillion Hotel.

o·

MOLINE, ILL-Gathering at W.L Velie' s Restaurant on May l 0
were alumni from the Quad Cities area. Dr. Susan Kem, Assistant to
the President; Carol Morris, Coordinator of Alumni Programs; Fred
Hansen, Pete Whitmer, and Barbara Tipsord Todd were special
guests from ISU. Alumni included Jody (Wenland) Allen ' 76; Lisa
Armstrong '82; Deb Braet '83; Michelle Carter' 76; Kurt R. Chalgren
Jr. '79, Janet L Corsaru '61, MS '66; Lois (Sutter) '59 and Jim '60
Dineen; Dori Duncan '84; Lynn Duncan '82;Joyce (Hoffman) Findlay
'69; Kurt W. Frank '75; John Frieden '83; Mike Frieden '81 : Robert L
Hawthorne II '71; Kristi Kaliher '83; Deanna Marie Kurzicki '83; Lisa
Kent '83; Ruth (Kerin) '59 and Thomas '59 Lyle; Nancy (Delaney)
Luckenbill ' 59; Mark Miller '77; MaryJane Nelson '54; Melanie '84 and
Jon '82 Orendorff; Linda (Sines) '78 and Tim '78 Orendorff; Kathy
Peck '75; Nancy (Watson) Russell '72; Louise ( Dickey) ' 48 and Chester ' 48, MS·52 Schultz; Tamara (Reddy) Smith '72:·Laura Soltow '81 ;
Beverly Sutter '76; Anthony Townsend '82; Lois Wehner '62; and
Judith White '76.

Four new alumni branches
currently being organized
Rockford
ROCKFORD, ILL-On April 12, alumni in the Rockford area
gathered at the Clock Tower Inn to meet with ISU representatives
Richard Godfrey, Director of Institutional Advancement: Dan Ghorm·
ley, Director of Intercollegiate athletics; Fred Hansen, Pete Whitmer,
and Tom Hof, Development Office; and Barbara Tipsord Todd,
Assistant Coordinator of Alumni Programs. Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Hanachek were present to represent the ISU Parents Association and
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Fairchild, the !SU Alumni Association Board of
Directors. Present were Cheryl (Kull) ' 78, MS '80and Mark '79, MS '80
Buttice; Martha (Alverson) Erbes '48: Jan (Apland) '66 and Larry '64
Emmons: George E. Couper '72; Nancy (Towle) '71 and Ed '72
Grygiel; Dean Hinueben '78; Kathryn (Larson) '68 and Don '59
Johannes; Holly Lazzerini '82; Sandra (Harris) Lindberg '68: Beverly
(Smith) '45 and Robert '46 Lindsey; Gary Lutes '71 : Rex Parker '59;
Vivian Redmon '47; and Gary Tiffany '74.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL-Over 100 alumni and friends of !SU met
on April 26 at the Springfield Hilton for a reception and happy hour.
Attending from ISU were Jude Boyer, Associate Vice President; Art
Adams, Assistant to the President; Dan Ghormley, Athletic Director;
Nancy Fankhauser, Alumni/Athletic Liaison; Fred Mills, Chairperson,
Art Department; Andrew Nappi, Dean, College of Education: Janet
Hickle, ISU Parents Association; Dave Colee, Lynda (Lane) Lane,
Dave Templeton, Mary Ann Louderback, and Gordon Fidler, ISU
Alumni Association; Pat Dickey-Olson and Louis Peterson, College of
Business; Fred Hansen, Pete Whitmer, and Tom Hof, Development
Office; and Barbara Tipsord Todd, Alumni Services Office. Alumni
attending were Scott Bailey ' 78; Albert Beard '82; Jeff Brockman '83;
John Corder '62: Edward Costa '80; Kevin Davlin '80; Brenda
DeWeese '82; John Donelan '69: Helen Jane Dunn '42: Sandra
(Black) Franke '80: Larry Garcia '83: Paula (Deacon) Garcia '82:Mark
Gerberding ' 79; Rich Greenwald '79; Elaine Harmon '76; Kristin
Helmer '82; Steve Henriksen '82; Cindy Hickle '83; Sandra Hoefler
'81: LaVerne (Hanks) '43 and Oswald ·50 Holtman; Michael V. Kear·
ney '83: Linda Kingman '81 ;J . Phillip Lackman '82;John Lafferty '79;
Jeff Lee '82; Diane (Rosenquist) '69, MS ' 71 and Michael '73 Long:
Marc Loro ' 74; Marion (Smith) McGeath '64, MS '67; Kerry Miller '81 ;
Rebecca (Moore) '80 and Dennis '78 Miner; Jim Moody '81, Mary
Morrissey '82: Lynne Noltensmeier '83; Robert W. Osborn '79; Cheryl
Pence '73: Patricia Pickett '81; Melody Quick '79; Catherine Rogowski

Four new constituency branches of the ISU Alumni
Association currently are being formed. The departments o(
Home Economics and Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance, Black ISU alumni and former ISU band
members are working to form organizations that will be able
to assist both alumni and the university.
·
Barbara Tipsord Todd '79, MS '84, and Dr. Kathryn W.
Smith, professor of home economics, have been preparing a
constitution and set of bylaws for the home economics
department constituency. A formal proposal was presented
to the department faculty in March, and additional action will
be taken this fall. Home Economics alumni interested in
serving on the steering committee should contact •Barbara
Todd at the Alumni Services Offke.

The HPERD Alumni Constituency Steering committee
has adopted a constitution which will be put ~fore the
Alumni Association Board of Directors for approval. Members
of the steering committee include officers Charlene Bremberg '58, president; Mike Christopher '80, vice president; and
June Wennerstrom '55, secretary/ treasurer.
The first meeting of the HPERD Alumni Constituency will
be held at Homecoming, Nov. 3. The exact time and location
will be announced at a later date. Persons interested in
becoming involved with the group should contact the HPERD
Department
Former Black students and alumni of ISU have been
working with Dr. Charles Morris in organizing the Black Col•
leagues Association. Members of the planning committee
met May 19 in Normal to set goals and objectives for the
group. Officers of the group are Wadell Brooks '57, president;
Sadie Haire Jones, vice president; Rosetta Wheadon '50,
secretary; Fred Marberry '69, treasurer; and Eva Jones, chairperson of the Incorporation Committee. Alumni interested in
participating in this organization are encouraged to contact
Brooks at 1932 Sherman, North Chicago, Ill. 60064.
Former members of all lSU bands are encouraged to
participate in the first Illinois State University Alumni Marching
Band, which will perform at Homecoming, Nov. 3, 1984.
Dennis Nelson, former member of "The Big Red Marching

Machine" and Larry Frank, Music Department, are working in
cooperation with the Alumni Services Office to plan the event
Interested persons should contact Frank at the Department
or Nelson at 517 W. College, Normal, Ill. Information will be
included in the Homecoming brochure, which will be mailed
to all alumni in late summer.

Hong Kong chapter
taking active role
ay Beth Korensky
Illinois State University has 32 students here from Hong
Kong and their ranks may soon grow, thanks to the personal
efforts of Henry Lee and Joseph Tsang.
During the summer of 1980, Lee, former assistant director of admissions and records, organized an alumni chapter
in Hong Kong.
After contacting graduates who had returned home, Lee
received approval from his superiors and left for Hong Kong
to put his plans into action.
According to Lee, the purposes of the organization are to
keep the graduates' enthusiasm about their alma mater, to
help recent graduates returning home become settled ·i nto
their former lifestyle, and to provide prospective applicants
interested in studying abroad with information about ISU.
The Hong Kong chapter meets monthly for dinner.
" Stephen Lau, the chapter president is constantly working
with the other members to keep the organization going," said

Lee.
On Oct. 15, 1983, the chapter represented ISU at the
"American lntemation Fair" held at the Hong Kong Intema•
tional High School.
Joseph Tsang, professor of chemistry at ISU, was on
sabbatical in Hong Kong and attended the fair with the
alumni.
Tsang and seven ISU alumni provided information, ans•
wered questions, and presented a slide show. " We talked with
about 500 interested applicants and parents at the fair," said
Tsang.
·
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The proposal for the new athletic and recreational arena includes designs such as the Sun Dome.

New arena proposed;
target date set fof f8ll
By Christle Price

·

A proposal to build a 10,000 to 11,000-seat arena to
house Redbird basketball, volleyball and recreation activities,
entertainment programs, convocations and major conferences was announced in April.
Students of ISU took an important step toward the realization of that new student arena by passing an advisory
referendum which will help fund the project.

Funding for the building, anticipated to cost approxi•
mately $8-9 million, could come from several sources. Stu·
dents may see a $35 per semester per student increase in fees
to purchase bonds that will yay for part of the structure. The
additional student fees will not be collected until fall, 1985.
Appeals will be made to local business firms and others to
help finance the remainder because of the large amount of
additional revenue to ·the community which the arena is
expected to generate in terms of outside visitors to Nor111alBloomington.
Since the students passed the advisory referendum, the
proposal for the new student arena will be taken to the Board
of Regents for further action and approval.
President Uoyd Watkins, in announcing the plans, said
the University had outgrown Horton Field House, which
opened in 1963 when ISU had an enrollment of about 6,600
students. The university now has more than' 20,000 students.
Approximately $750,000 in bond surplus funds will be
used to remodel Horton for use as a student recreation build•
ing, as well as for some instructional and athletic uses. This
type of facility is badly needed on campus.
The proposed ne~ arena would be built in the area near
Horton Field House to take advantage of existing parking. An
are~a advisory committee is researching diff~rent structures,

but its design likely would be similar to other major arenas,
with a round building providing excellent seating on all sides.
This design would eliminate a current problem with Horton;
more than 3,000 of its 7,474 seats are on steel and wood
bleachers at the north end, behind the backboard.

One design being reviewed is that used for the Sun
Dome at the University of South Florida, where the ISU Redbirds played in the NCAA tournament a year ago. It has an air
structure fiberglass roof, which greatly reduces construction
costs and is being used on many major arenas in the nation,
including the Silver Dome in Pontiac, Mich., and the Dakota
Dorrie at the University of South Dakota.
The fiberglass roof has a long life, can be insulated and is
supported by steel cables. Air blown into the building, imperceptible to spectators, keeps the roof inflated and provides for
air circulation. The fiberglass also allows natural light, which
reduces the need for artificial lighting during the day.
The arena, which could seat as many as 12,000 for a
concert or address, would make it possible to attract to the
Twin Cities for the first time such shows as the Ice Capades;
performers too popular and costly for the 3,500-seat Braden
Auditorium; major statewide or even national conventions;
possible NCAA regional tournaments and other events not
feasibly possible with the present facilities. As a result, the
Normal-Bloomington community, as well as ISU, would profit
from the presence of a major arena through increased attrac•
tions and tax revenue from business patronized by visitors.
The tentative timetable is to begin seeking community
support soon and to start construction next fall, with'} move-in
in the fall of 1986.

The ISU Volleyball squad ended their 1983 season with a
29-16 record, a second straight conference championship,
and a second straight appearance in the NCAA national
tournament With six players who comprised the core of the
ISU squad returning, the 1984 season promises to be even
more successfu,I.
Aug.
30Sept.
1 REDBIRD CLASSIC
(Central Michigan, Texas A & M, Indiana)
7:00p.m.
4 at Purdue
3:00
9 Missouri
7:30
15 Notre Dame
7:30
18 Wisconsin
21 -22 at Texas A & M Tourney
(Louisiana State, Florida State,
Texas A & M, Southern Illinois)
7:30
26 University of Illinois
28-29 at UC-Berkeley Tourney
(Cal Poly-Slo, Wyoming, Pepperdine,
Berkeley)
7:00
at Chaminade University
Oct.
in Honolulu
7:30
2 at <Jniversity of Hawaii
7:30
3 at University of Hawaii
7:30
4 at Hawaii Pacific College
7:30
5 at BYU - Hawaii
7:30
10 Purdue
7:30
12 Eastern
7:30
13 Southern
7:00
17 at University of Illinois
7:30
19 Northern Iowa
4:00
20 Drake
7:30
22 Indiana State
7:30
24 Northwestern
26-27 Quad Meet
(University of Texas-Arlington, Ball State,
University of Kentucky)
7:30
29 at Indiana
7:30
Nov.
2 at Southwest Missouri State
7:30
3 at Wichita State
3:00
4 at Missouri
7:30
7 at Northwestern
7:30
9 at Western
2:30
10 at Bradley
TBA
15-17 Conference Championships

1984 Football Schedule
Last year's most successful Illinois State .University football season since 1972 came to a close with a 6-4-1 record.
Added experience and a top recruiting class will provide
excitement for Redbird fans in 1984.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

1 LINCOLN UNIVERSITY
8 SOUTHERN ILL. UNIV.
(Hall of Fame)
15 Western Michigan Univ.
22 Indiana State Univ.
29 DRAKE
(Parents' Day)
6 Eastern Illinois
13 OPEN
20 Cenral Florida
27 Western Illinois
3 TULSA
(Homecoming)
10 MARSHALL
17 Wichita State

HOME
HOME

6:30 PM
6:30 PM

Away
Away
HOME

1:00 PM
1:30 PM
1:30 PM

Away

1:30 PM

Away
Away
HOME

7:30 PM
1:30 PM
1:30 PM

HOME
Away

1:30 PM
1:30 PM

